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Benchmarking is an important problem in survey data analysis. For a 
target socio-economic variable, two sets of data with different precisions and 
collecting frequencies may be available. Typically, the less frequent data are 
more reliable and are considered as benchmarks. The process of using benchmarks 
to adjust the more frequent but less reliable data is called benchmarking. For 
the implementation of some advanced benchmarking methods, the survey error 
model is needed but is usually not given. Chen and Wu (2001) proposed a 
method of modelling monthly survey error by using annual benchmarks. However, 
they neglected an important case when quarterly instead of annual benchmarks 
had been provided. In this thesis, the problem of modelling monthly survey 
error by using quarterly benchmarks is considered. The performance of different 
benchmarking methods with and without survey error modelling for monthly-
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Benchmarking is an important problem in survey data analysis. For a target 
socio-economic variable, two sets of data with different precisions and collecting 
frequencies may be available. Generally, two sources of data do not agree. Typi-
cally, the less frequent data are more reliable because it may originate from census 
or more accurate sample surveys or exhaustive administrative data. These more 
reliable measurements are considered as benchmarks. Benchmarking refers to 
the process which adjusts the less reliable series by benchmarks. Nevertheless, 
benchmarking can be defined more broadly as the process of optimally combining 
two sources of measurements, in order to achieve the improved estimates of the 
series (signal) under investigation (Cholette and Dagum, 1994). 
The current benchmarking practice is influenced, to a large degree, by the 
numerical analysis approach by Denton (1971) and by generalizations of that 
method by researchers at US Bureau of the Census and at Statistics Canada. 
Hillmer and Trabelsi (1987) formulated the benchmarking method based on signal 
extraction. Cholette and Dagum (1994) introduced another benchmarking proce-
dure based on regression. Other benchmarking methods, including the state-space 
approach (Durbin and Quenneville, 1997), have been derived. 
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However, to implement these advanced benchmarking methods, the time se-
ries models of the survey error is needed. Usually, the estimates of the variance of 
the survey error are published by statistical agencies but the correlation structure 
of the survey error is rarely given. If all the data obtained from survey process are 
available for modelling the survey error, this method is referred as primary analy-
sis of survey error (Scott, Smith and Jones, 1977; Pfeffermann, 1991). In common 
practice, because of confidentiality or inadequate data identification or programs 
insufficiency, primary analysis is rarely conductible. Therefore, analysis of survey 
error has to be based on the aggregate data in the published form and it is known 
as secondary analysis of survey error (Scott, Smith and Jones, 1977; Pfeffermann, 
1991). In the literature, the usual methods of modelling survey error fitted the 
aggregated data y{t) with an integrated autoregressive moving average (ARIMA) 
model and decomposed the resulting model into two components models. Then 
the underlying true value of the target variable r]{t) are estimated from the fitted 
model, in the presence of noise e� .Unfortunately, this decomposition is rather 
subjective and some restrictive assumptions are required (e.g. Scott, Smith and 
Jones, 1977). 
Chen and Wu (2001) relaxed the model assumptions on the target variable, 
with the result that the model was made as general as possible. They pro-
posed a method of modelling survey error using aggregated survey data as well 
as available benchmarks. They denoted this approach as the extended secondary 
analysis of survey error. Chen and Wu (2003) compared the performance of dif-
ferent benchmarking methods and showed the advantage of applying extended 
secondary analysis of survey error in benchmarking problem. However, Chen and 
Wu (2001) and Chen and Wu (2003) have only considered the case which mod-
elling monthly survey error by using annual benchmarks. They have neglected an 
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important case where quarterly instead of annual benchmarks had been provided. 
In this thesis, the problem of benchmarking and modelling monthly survey error 
by using quarterly benchmarks will be considered. 
The general set-up is as follows. Suppose we have monthly series of obser-
vations y{t) 
y{t) 二 " � + e⑷，《二 1,…,7Z，E[e{t)] 二 0 (1.1) 
which are obtained from monthly sample survey and therefore subject to monthly 
survey error e{t). {e{t)} is assumed to be stationary. r){t) are the true values of the 
target socio-economic variable. The prediction of 7 7 � are called the benchmarked 
values. Furthermore we have the observations of quarterly sum of the target 
variable, the benchmarks z{T), which are also contaminated with quarterly survey 
error but obtained from a more reliable quarterly sample survey, 
Z{T) 二 + V，cn, T 二 1,…，N, n 二 3�/V; (1.2) 
tGT 
where notation t e T means month t in quarter T . {e ( f ) } and {ip{T)} are 
assumed to be mutually independent because the monthly and quarterly data 
are come from two separate sources (Cholette and Dagum, 1994). The variance 
of the error from the less frequent source, is usually much smaller than 
the variance of the error from the more frequent source, e⑴，and can be ignored 
traditionally 乂 0). In this case, we only take z[T) = Efer々(力)，and z(T) 
are called binding benchmarks; otherwise non-binding benchmarks. We only 
consider binding benchmarks in this thesis. Besides, we assume that the survey 
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error {e(t)} follows a first order autoregressive (AR(1)) model 
(1.3) 
where 0 < d < 1 and {<^ (艺)} is a white noise process with mean zero and variance 
a^. The autocovariance function of e{t) is denoted as Ve{k) — (p^o^j(1 — (jp-). 
k — 0,1,2, ••.. As pointed out by Scott, Smith and Jones (1977) and Chen 
and Wu (2001)，this assumption is reasonable. Unlike assuming very restrictive 
models for the variable, we only assume the variable of interest " � follow a 
difference stationary (DS) model (Nelson and Plosser, 1982) 
V V 3 l{t) = C ( 0 (1.4) 
where {C(力)} is a stationary and invertible autoregressive moving average (ARMA) 
series, mean zero and possibly over-differenced, — B, V3=l —召3, and B is 
the backshift operator defined by B'^'r}{t)=r]{t — k). The DS model is a very general 
nonstationary model which can fit many real series very well and is widely used by 
many authors. Different stationary series have different autocovariance functions. 
The autocovariance function of ((t) is denoted as k — 0,1, 2, • • In this 
thesis we try to solve is how to use {y{t), t — 1, - - • ,n} and {z{T), T — 1 , . . . , iV} 
to estimate 0 and in (1.3) for monthly-quarterly data. By simulation, we com-
pare the performance of different benchmarking methods with and without survey 
error modelling. 
In Chapter 2, we introduce three benchmarking methods: the Denton 
method, the regression method and the signal extraction method. In Chapter 
3, a procedure of survey error modelling is proposed. In Chapter 4, the com-
parison of the performance of the three mentioned benchmarking methods are 
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given under the assumption that v办) i s known. For the regression method and 
the signal extraction method, the survey error modelling is used to compare the 
situations where the parameters of the survey error model are known or mis-
specified. In Chapter 5. a nonparametric method (Chen, Cholette and Dagum, 
1997) to estimate which is unknown in practical situation, is introduced. 
A simulation study for the performance of benchmarking via signal extraction is 
also given in this situation. An illustrative example is shown in Chapter 6 and 
concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of benchmarking 
methods 
The vector representation of (1.1) and (1.2) for binding benchmarks can be 
written as 
‘ 
y = 77 + e 
(2.1) 
z 二 Lr/ 
/ \ / \ / \ ( \ 
2/(1) VW ^(1) 
2/(2) e{2) z{2) 
where y 二 二 ’ e二 ， a n d 
. • • • • • • • 
� y V ”⑷ / V / \ 例 ) 
/ \ 
r . . . 0 
L 二 .…. ，1'二（1,1,1)1x3 , n = 3N. 
i 0 … 1 ' j \ / l\x n 
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Many benchmarking approaches are based on the minimization of a penalty 
function subject to the given benchmark constraints. These can be viewed as 
solutions to the problem of minimizing the Lagrangian function 
L(r7, A) - (y - T7)'A(y - ^ ) + A ' (z - Ly) 
for various choices of the matrix A, where A contains the Lagrangian multipliers 
(Trabeisi and Hillmer, 1990). 
In this chapter, three benchmarking methods discussed in the thesis are 
introduced. They are the Denton method, the regression method and the signal 
extraction method. The Denton method is just a numerical method. The regres-
sion method and the signal extraction method have considered the time series 
model of the survey error, e{t). The signal extraction method has also considered 
the stochastic model of the target variable. 
2.1 Denton method 
Denton (1971) method is widely used by statistical agencies to benchmark 
time series. Under this method and assuming binding benchmarks, the bench-
marked series fully conform to the benchmarks, and the distortion of the month-
to-month movement of the original series is minimized. The problem relates to 
the adjustment of the original vector y 二 (� (1 ) , . . . ,� ( ?7 ) ) in order to obtain a 
new benchmarked series r)=(疗(1 ),..•，力(n)). The prediction, r), of r) minimizes 
the penalty function 
iMy，”) 二 (y - ”yA(y - ”） （2.2) 
^T i 
with a symmetric n x n nonsingular matrix A. The Lagrangian expression is 
Mr),入)二 (Y - vYMy — ”）— 2A'(Z — Ly) . 
Differentiate L{rj,入）with respect to rj and A, the prediction 
々二 y + A - i L ' ( L A - i L ' ) - i ( z - Ly) (2.3) 
can be obtained. The benchmarked series is equal to the original series plus linear 
combinations of the discrepancies between the two sets of quarterly totals. 
Denton (1971) employed another penalty function based on the differences 
between the first differences of the original and adjusted series 
= (2.4) 
i二 1 
where • : 1 —尽 B is the backshift operator. The quadratic form to be mini-
mized is now (y — r7)'P'P(y — rf). Therefore, Denton (1971) suggested A = P 'P 
where P is also a n x n matrix, 
/ \ 
1 0 0 ••• 0 0 
- 1 1 0 ••• 0 0 
P 二 0 - 1 1 … 0 0 . 
, 0 0 0 ••• -1 1 
\ / nx n 
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In this case, 
( \ 
1 1 … 1 
1 2 ••• 2 
A - i 二 . 
1 2 … n \ / nx n 
The Denton method is easy to apply as it is a numerical approach, no 
preliminary statistical information is required. The specified matrix P aims to 
preserve month-to-month movement of the original series. Therefore, the variance 
of the estimation error, Var{fj{t) — rj{t)). may not be minimized. It is considered 
as statistically inefficient. Noted that the nature of the time series models of 
the target variable, j](t), and the survey error, e(亡),are not considered in the 
Denton method. This drawback has been discussed by Hillmer and Trabelsi 
(1987), Cholette and Dagum (1994) and Chen, Cholette and Dagum (1997). 
2.2 Regression method 
Cholette and Dagum (1994) introduced a benchmarking method based on a 
regression model. They took explicitly into account the presence of auto correlated 
and heteroscedastic survey error in the original data. 
Assuming that binding benchmarks and the covariance matrix Vg of the 
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survey error e = y — 77 is known as 
/ \ 
？;e(0) . … — 2) Ve{n-1 ) 
Veil) Ve{0) ... • - Vein -2} 
V e - . . . (2.5) 
Ve(n-2) Vein - 3 ) … 调 Ve(l) 
^ Vein - 1) Ve{n - 2 ) … t ; e ( 0 ) , 
\ / nxn 
where for the special case of model (1.3), 
Ve(k) 二 - 02), A: 二 0 , 1 , 2广 . . （2.6) 
The regression model can be written as 
S 二 X/3 + // (2.7) 
/ \ ( \ ( \ 
Ynxl ^ 0 e^xi 
where S - , p = ，/^二 ， 
V ) ( ,州X I V ”"xi / (一XI \ 0 � x i ) ( , 一 1 
五(ee')=Ve and E{ij,^')=V. V is a block diagonal matrix with block Vg and 0. 
1/txl I/iXn 
X is a designed matrix denned as . 
Oyvxi L�vxn , … ， 1 � L �（n+iV)x(n+l) 
The general least square (GLS) solution to (2.7), with the aim to minimize 
the variance of the estimation error, Var{fj — rj), yields 
p = (X'V—iX)—ix'v-Is 
after performing the lengthy algebra (see p.367-p.368 in Cholette and Dagum 
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(1994))， 
勾二 y + VeL'(LVeL')-^(z - Ly). (2.8) 
This GLS estimate of rj is used as benchmarked values. Noted that rj is considered 
as a vector of fixed parameter in the regression method. 
Comparing (2.8) with (2.3), we see that A - i in the Denton method is 
replaced by Ve in the regression method. Cholette and Dagum (1994) stated 
that the regression method generalized the Denton method because it involved 
the consideration of the autocorrelations and heteroscedasticity in the survey 
error. 
2.3 Signal extraction method 
Hillmer and Trabelsi (1987) proposed a benchmarking method via signal 
extraction in order to reduce the impact of the survey error in the observed series 
during the estimation of the signal from the data. They regarded the signal, or 
the variable of interest, ry⑷，as a stochastic process. For the more general case, 
we assume that {r]{t)} follows the DS model in (1.4). Since {C(t)} is stationary, 
the autocovariance function of v^ik), is clearly defined and can be estimated 
from the data. 
The prediction ^ of r; is given by (see Chen, Cholette and Dagum, 1997), 
assuming binding benchmarks and e{t) follows AR(1) model in (1.3), 
rj 二 Vo + fic. (2.9) 
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where 
fjo 二 (2.10) 
ffc 二 l V L ' ( L f i o L ' ) - i ( z - L � o ) , (2.11) 
二 (Ve-1 + 5：口1)-1, (2.12) 
二 D'V^^D. (2.13) 
D in (2.13) is an (n — 4) x n matrix. The elements in D relate to the 
coefficients of B in the polynomial expansion of W s 二（1 - - B^). At its 
(i. i) and (i, i + 4) entries, the elements equal to 1 and at its (i, i + 1) and (z, ？: + 3) 
entries, the elements equal to -1, < 二 1’ •. •, n - 4; other entries are filled with 
0. For example, at the first row (i=l), the entries (1,1) and (1,5) equal to 1, the 
entries (1,2) and (1,4) equal to -1 and the other entries equal to 0. 
/ \ 
1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 … 0 0 
0 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 ••• 0 0 
D 二 ： ' •. ... ... ... . . . . . . : : . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• - 1 1 , 
\ / {n-4)xn 
V^ is defined as a (n - 4) x (n - 4) Topelitz matrix with “ il)- the 
autocovariance function of C{t), in its (i, j) entry. For example, if — j\) 二 0, 
then we replace the (i.j) entries with Therefore, the covariance structure 
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of is represented by V^. 
/ \ 
. . . V(^ (n - 5) 
.•• — 7) VQ{n - 6) 
V 广 . . . .(2.14) 
- 6) - 7) .•• ？;((0) ((1) 
:L，((n_5) . . . 
\ / (,i — 4)x(,i-4) 
From (2.9), the benchmarked prediction fj is the best unbiased estimate of 
T] given y and z. It consists of two parts. The first part is the extracted signal 
denoted by 力 I t is the best unbiased estimate of t) given y alone. The second 
part, f jc , is the correction originating from the benchmarks z. fto is the covariance 
matrix of the difference {fj^ — rj). For the implementation of this procedure, Vg 
and V^ must be provided but usually they are unknown in practical situation. 
Chen, Cholette and Dagum (1997) stated that when both the first and 
second order moment of both rj and e were known, the variance of the estimation 
error of benchmarking via signal extraction was smaller than that of via the 
regression method, because the signal extraction method additionally used the 
information on the nature of rj{t) given by its covariance matrix. 
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Chapter 3 
Survey error modelling by using 
benchmarks 
To implement some advanced benchmarking methods, the model of survey 
error is needed. Chen and Wu (2001) assumed that e{t) follows the AR(1) model 
(1.3) and proposed a method of modelling monthly survey error by using the 
monthly survey data as well as available annual benchmarks. The estimation 
of (J) and are obtained from y and z. In this section, modelling monthly 
survey error by using monthly survey data together with quarterly benchmarks 
is considered. 
The vector representation of y, r), e, z, 1' and matrix L for binding bench-
marks are written in (2.1). For the special case of model (1.3), 
Ve{k) = 0 � e ( 0 ) 二 - A： = 0,1, 2,…•. （3.1) 




in quarter T, 2, •. •, iV，and e 二 . It can be obtained from y and 
. . 明 ) y 
z, i.e. 
£ = Le 二 L(y - r/) 二 Ly _ z (3.2) 
From (3.2)，we have 
V e 二 二 LVeL' and V^e 二 Cov{e, e) 二 Ve l / . (3.3) 
We can estimate Vg by using the second equation of in (3.3). The first K element 
of the first column of Ve£, denoted by Ve,{k, 1), k : 1, 2 , . . • ’ < n, can be 
expressed as 
{Vee(h 1)，….，VeAK, 1))' = F ( ^ ' e ( 0 ) , … . , • _ 1))', (3.4) 
where the K x K matrix F contains elements 0, 1 or 2. Knowing the values of 
Veeik, 1), k 二 1，. ••，K, the values of Ve{k), A： = 0, • • •, A: - 1 can be obtained from 
(3.4). For k > 2, if there is an estimate Veeik, 1) of 1), we may replace 
Vee(k, 1) by Vee( ,^ l ) OH the left hand side of (3.4) and expressed Ve(k) as (3.1) to 
form a nonlinear regression model so that least square estimates of 0 and a^ can 
be obtained. 
Most socio-economic series usually drift from one level to another con-
stantly. Therefore, the target variable 7j(t) is assumed to follow difference sta-
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tionary model (1.4). From (1.1) and (1.4) 
y * � 二 V V3 y{t) = V V3 ( " � + e(t)) 
二 r f � + e * ⑴ ， t 二 (3.5) 
where 
rm 二 r j � - v { t - 1 ) - v{t - 3 ) + v{t _ 4) (3.6) 
and 
e * � = e [ t ) — e{t - 1) - e{t 一 3) + e{t - 4). (3.7) 
Now, all the three variables in (3.5) are stationary with mean 0. In addition, r)*{t) 
and e*(t) are mutually uncorrelated. Put Ve*£(k) = Ve*£(k, 1) = £'[e*(/c)e(l)], 
where A: 二 5’ 6 ， … ， < n，therefore, 
Ve*eW 二 五[(e(A：) - e(k - 1) - e(k - 3 ) + e(k — 4))(5(1)): 
二 五[(e(/c) - e(k - 1 ) - e{k - 3 ) + e(k 一 4))(e(l) + e(2) + e(3))] 
二 De�k - 1) - 2ve{k - 4 ) + Ve{k - 7) 
With e � following AR(1) model (1.3), Ve{k) = Ue(-k) = (？^�e(0) 二 
S^a'^/{I — Ve*£{k) can be expressed in terms of Ue(0), or • and cr^ . We 
can now rewrite the expression of iVe � as, 
二 p(/c, cj>)vM = P(於,�)"V(1 -於2)， k = 5,6,...,Ii: (3.8) 
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where 
p{k, (f>) = — 左一4 + 左—7|, A： = 5，6,…，A: (3.9) 
J I I I L _ 
5 6 7 8 9 
Figure 3.1: p(k, (j)) versus k 
Figure 3.1 displays p{k, (j)) versus k with k 二 5，6，. • .，9 for various values of 小 
indicated beside the lines; where dash lines correspond to 6 = 0.9,0.95 and 0.99. 
Now if we have estimate de*e[k) of a nonlinear regression model with 
error u{k) 
Ve^e{k) 二 P(A：，(i>W/{l - + ,/(/c)’ k = 5 , 6 , . . . , I i � (3.10) 
can be used for estimating (0, a^) in which the least square estimate of a^) is 
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obtained by minimizing 
S(0，。2) = — p(k,<f>)ay(l - 0')}' (3.11) 
k-b 
over a certain region of (0,a^). Theoretically, one may choose any K > 7 (at 
least 3 equations for 2 parameters). As it is shown in Figure 3.1 that the lines of 
p{k, (j)) spread apart from each other from k — h io k = 7 and then mix up again 
for k � 7 , we take K — 7. 
The possible range for 小 is (0,1) because the autocorrelation of the survey 
error series is non-negative. We take 0 < 0 < 0.99. Suppose the estimate 0e(0) 
of t'e(O) provided by survey experts has percentage error i.e. 
处 二 €’e(0)(l -；>%) < i;e(0) < i)e(0)(l+p%) 二 2JU-, (3.12) 
then from cr^  二 ”e(0)(l —々”，the range of a^ will be 
vl{1 - < < Vu{l - (3.13) 
for a given 
Note that 
^[e*(3(T - 1) + k)e{T)] 二 E[e''{k)s{l)] 二 £^[e*(3(T + 1) - (A: - 2))e{T)]. 
(3.14) 
Since both e*{t) and £{T) are stationary, Ve*e{k) can be estimated by Ve'e{k)： 
where is the sample covariance between e*(k) and £(1). = cr^/(1 — 
and in common practice, it is replaced by £，e(0) which is usually given by survey 
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experts. 
For A: — 5,6, the estimation formulae are 
Ve^M 二 — ^ { E y*(3(T - 1) + k)s{T) + f： f{3{T + !)-(/.-2MT)}, 
《丄 V — ij T 二 1 t=2 
(3.15) 
For k 二 7, the estimation formula is 
ve^s{k) 二 X T T ^ I I ； ？/*(3(T - 1) + k)s{T) + f： y 霄 + l ) - ( / c - 2 M T ) } . 
(3.16) 
We use y*{t) in (3.15) and (3.16) rather than because e * � is unknown in 
practice and since rf{t) and e{t) are stationary, mean zero and mutually uncor-
related, as N —> oo, 
… - 1) + ^HT) + E v'iHT + l)-{k-2))s{T)} 4 0 
�(iV -丄J T二 1 T二2 
(3.17) 
for k二5，6, and 
— 1) + k)s{T) + E 7y*(3(T 2))s{T)} — 0 
�(/V - Z) T=3 
(3.18) 
for k二 7. 
Instead of using the simultaneous 2-dimensional search using (3.11)，the 
estimation of a^) can also be done by a 1-dimensional search in two steps. 
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Suppose we know Ve{0) exactly. Divide both terms of (3.11) by !；“•) 二 ci^ 1、\-4>、, 
a least square estimate of (/), denoted by (pp can be obtained by minimizing 
Sp ⑷ 二 ⑷ - f i k , m 二 €、、渉 eW, 0<4>< 0.99. (3.19) 
After we get the estimate 0p, 0 in (3.11) and (3.13) is replaced by The 
estimate of cr^ , denoted as o � � i s obtained by minimizing (3.11) within the range 
as (3.13). 
However, our simulation shows that both the 1-dimensiorial search and 2-
dimensional search provide similar results, we only report the results for the 
1-dimensional search. 
In the following, a simulation study is conducted to show the degree of 
accuracy of the described modelling method. We fix a? : 1 in (1.3) and assume 
r]{t) 二 0 in this simulation. First, we generate white noise {({t)}�A/"(0,1). With 
the same set of {((力)}，we generate e{t) according to model (1.3) with different 
values of (?) = 0,0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,0.8, 0.9,0.95. To imitate practical situation, 
we generate Ve{0) according to the normal distribution A/'(i;e(0), {Ve{0)p/200)'^), 
where 二 —/ ( I 一 沪）’ so the probability of |(£’“0) - ve{0))/v,{0)\< p% is 
about 0.95. We set p 二 20 in this simulation. y(t) is defined as (1.1), t 
and z{T) is defined as (1.2), T 二 1,... where z{T) is regarded as binding 
benchmarks. e{T) is obtained as (3.2), T 二 1,...,N and y*{t) = V Va 1/⑴， 
t = 5, 6,. •., n. For each value of the corresponding estimate 0p of 0 can be 
obtained by minimizing Sp{(b) in (3.19) with the searching interval 0 < < 0.99. 
Then <p is replaced by (j)p in 5((/), cr^ ) (3.11), the estimate a^ can be obtained 
by minimizing S{0p, in the interval (3.13). The above procedure is repeated 
1,000 times, so for each value of 6 we have 1,000 pairs of , a^). Finally, the 
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mean and the standard deviation of (j)p and are calculated. 
Different number of benchmarks (iV=40, 80, 200 and 400) are also tried in 
the simulation. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the mean and the standard deviation 
(denoted by Mean and SD respectively) of dp and cr^  from 1,000 replications 
respectively. 
Table 3.1: Simulation results of (j)p, r}{t) 二 0. 
— — 0 
4>p 0 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
N 二 4 0 M e a n 0.197 0.405 0.502 0.593 0.693 0.791 0.899 0.949 
SD 0.306 0.252 0.228 0.202 0.149 0.100 0.038 Q.018 
N 二 8 0 M e a n 0.118 0.404 0.494 0.596 0.689 0.799 0.898 0.950 
SD 0.219 0.190 0.174 0.139 0.101 0.060 0.025 0.013 
N 二 200 Mean 0.051 0.396 0.499 0.600 0.699 0.798 0.899 0.949 
SD 0.093 0.123 0.105 0.079 0.058 0.036 0.016 0.008 
N 二 400 Mean 0.032 0.399 0.502 0.601 0.700 0.799 0.900 0.950 
SD 0.056 0.083 0.072 0.057 0.041 0.025 0.011 0.006 
Table 3.2: Simulation results of cr^ , iq{t) 二 0. 
a j 0 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
N 二 40 Mean 0.936 0.999 1.000 0.999 0.997 0.998 0.992 0.995 
SD 0.250 0.237 0.243 0.240 0.222 0.195 0.185 0.176 
N 二 8 0 M e a n 0.970 1.005 1.002 1.001 1.011 0.997 1.003 0.990 
SD 0.186 0.172 0.174 0.165 0.152 0.140 0.124 Q.123 
N 二 200 Mean 0.995 1.006 1.002 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.003 1.003 
SD 0.110 0.112 0.107 0.106 0.094 0.086 0.080 Q.Q74 
iV 二 400 Mean 0.999 1.005 1.002 0.999 0.998 1.000 0.999 0.997 
SD 0.077 0.084 0.079 0.076 0.066 0.061 0.054 0.053 
In Table 3.1, (j)p is considered as a good estimate if its Mean is close to the 
specific value of (j) at that column with a small SD. In Table 3.2, a � i s considered 
as a good estimate if its Mean is close to 1 (as we fix cr^  = 1 in this simulation) 
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with a small SD. 
From Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, a similar pattern can be observed. With the 
same number of benchmarks, when • increase from 0 to 0.95, the SD of (j)p and 
CT�decrease. On the other hand, under the same value of when the number of 
benchmarks increase, the SD of (j)p and also decrease. 
When (j) > 0.9, 0p are good with small SD for all N. But in case • < 0.8, 
when N is small (equal to 40), Qp deviates much from true 0 which makes SD 
too large. The estimates are good enough when N is large (> 200). In common 
practice, the number of benchmarks are usually not as large as 80. 
Chen and Wu (2001) noted that, for (p < 0.4, results are almost the same 
when the model is used for benchmarking and we may simply assign 二 0. 
Therefore we may assume d = 0.4 is the lower bound of cj). For 小 which is close 
to 1，the survey error acts as a random walk process which is seldom to happen. 
Therefore we may assume (j) : 0.95 is the upper bound of cj). The searching range 
of (j) in (3.19) is now defined as 0.4 < (/) < 0.95. (j)p is then obtained by minimizing 
in (3.19) with this searching range. Table 3.3 shows the statistics of the 
estimate using (3.19) [(bp) based on 1000 replications using 二 1 in model (1.3). 
Table 3.4 shows the statistics of cr^ . 
Now we assume r}{t) follow the DS model as (1.4) and C,{t) follow a stationary 
multiplicative seasonal MA model (ARMA(0,1), (0,1)3) 
⑴ = C W 二 (1 - Ot丨mi — erjB')a,{t) (3.20) 
which implies that 
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Table 3.3: Simulation results of 4>p, rj(t) 二 0. 
(pp 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
TV 二 4 0 M e a n 0.520 0.564 0.612 0.693 0.793 0.900 0.942 
SD 0.156 0.156 0.149 0.127 0.091 0.036 0.013 
iV 二 8 0 M e a n 0.480 0.534 0.607 0.695 0.797 0.899 0.946 
SD 0.116 0.125 0.118 0.096 0.057 0.026 0.008 
N 二 200 Mean 0.450 0.512 0.600 0.701 0.798 0.900 0.947 
SD 0.072 0.086 0.078 0.059 0.037 0.016 0.005 
N 二 400 Mean 0.434 0.506 0.600 0.701 0.799 0.899 0.948 
SD 0.049 0.066 0.058 0.042 0.026 0.011 0.004 
Table 3.4: Simulation results of 7 7 � = 0 . 
4> 
al 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
iY = 40 Mean 0.956 0.973 0.994 1.002 0.997 0.983 1.011 
SD 0.237 0.234 0.220 0.211 0.198 0.179 0.154 
N = 80Mean 0.970 0.986 0.999 1.002 1.003 0.997 0.997 
SD 0.165 0.172 0.168 0.151 0.139 0.124 0.107 
N 二 200 Mean 0.980 0.998 1.001 0.998 1.002 0.997 1.002 
SD 0.106 0.106 0.104 0.095 0.090 0.077 0.071 
N 二 400 Mean 0.986 0.996 0.999 0.999 1.001 1.004 1.000 
SD 0.072 0.078 0.076 0.070 0.064 0.055 0.051 
c w = {I - - OrjB' ^ 
二 〜 ⑴ - 人 t - 1) - e”arj{t — 3) + OrjSrjarjit — 4) 
t 二 5，6, • • where 0” is the non-seasonal parameter which is set as 0.8, Or] is 
the seasonal parameter which is set as 0.6 and a^{t) is a white noise with mean 
zero and variance (7卜 1. The simulation procedure to find , a^) is the same 
as before, except the assumption of r}{t) is changed to follow a DS+MA model. 
Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 show the statistics of cpp and respectively. 
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Table 3.5: Simulation results of r}{t)�DS+MA. 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
N 二 4 0 M e a n 0.547 0.582 0.622 0.695 0.790 0.894 0.937 
SD 0.178 0.177 0.169 0.149 0.112 0.053 0.022 
N 二 8 0 M e a n 0.493 0.546 0.606 0.692 0.796 0.896 0.942 
SD 0.135 0.143 0.136 0.116 0.076 0.037 0.013 
N 二 200 Mean 0.458 0.514 0.600 0.701 0.795 0.899 0.945 
SD 0.088 0.097 0.094 0.076 0.050 0.024 0.008 
N 二 400 Mean 0.440 0.507 0.601 0.703 0.798 0.899 0.947 
SD 0.057 0.077 0.069 0.050 0.034 0.017 0.005 
Table 3.6: Simulation results of cr^ , rj{t)�DS+MA. 
al 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
N 二 40 Mean 0.944 0.958 0.990 1.002 0.995 0.989 1.040 
SD 0.273 0.281 0.277 0.264 0.262 0.243 0.207 
N 二 mMean 0.963 0.979 1.002 1.009 0.999 0.997 1.006 
SD 0.191 0.207 0.202 0.199 0.187 0.174 0.152 
iV 二 200 Mean 0.978 0.999 1.001 0.997 1.007 0.999 0.999 
SD 0.124 0.123 0.126 0.128 0.119 0.112 0.101 
N = 400 Mean 0.983 0.996 0.997 0.995 1.003 1.002 0.998 
SD 0.082 0.093 0.094 0.088 0.083 0.080 0.076 
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Chapter 4 
A simulation study on 
benchmarking methods 
In this section, a simulation study is provided to compare the benchmarking 
methods described in Chapter 2. Two cases are considered. The first case is 
that the true 0 of the survey error model is known. The second case is that the 
true (j) is mis-specified as some pre-assigned value The effect of survey error 
modelling described in the previous section on the benchmarking methods will 
also be discussed. , 
4.1 Model assumptions 
Let r){t) follows a DS model as (1.4) with (•(力)following a stationary multi-
plicative seasonal MA model (ARMA(0,1)，(0,1)3) as (3.20) 
C(t) 二 [1 - 0”B)(1 — erjB”a”� (4.1) 
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where ((f) 二 - - 1) - ©"a”(亡一3) + l9"e”a"(艺一4) for 力二 5,6，•..’ 
is the non-seasonal parameter and B^ is the seasonal p a r a m e t e r . � � is a white 
noise of mean zero and variance Following (ARMA(0,1), (0，1)3) model, the 
autocovariance function i\{k) of C(^ ) has expressions as follows 
^c(o) = + (4.2) 
”“1) 二 - 咖 i + e ? � （4.3) 
R ⑶ 二 (4.4) 
(⑶ 二 - 讽 ( 1 + � （4.5) 
_ 二 " “ 2 ) (4.6) 
v^{k) 二 0, /c / 0,1,2，3,4. (4.7) 
We assume that the true value of V ^ is known when we conduct benchmarking 
via signal extraction in this section. Therefore (4.2) to (4.7) is substituted into 
V ^ as (2.14). In practice, V ^ is unknown and the estimate of v^{k) is needed. 
This case will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
In the simulation study we always assume the followings: 
• <72 二 1 and 二 0.5 or (/) 二 0.9 in the survey error AR(1) model (1.3). 
• 二 0.8 and 二 0.6. 
• arf = 1/3, 1 or 3, which implies the ratio = 1/9, 1 or 9 respectively. 
The ratio c/^ Jc/^  is called signal-to-noise rat io�S/N) . Signal means the stochastic 
variation in " � . [ S / N ) is the ratio of the variance of the shocks driving � 
to the variance of the random shock driving e � . T h i s measures the degree to 
which the signal r}[t) is corrupted by noise. Usually the sample coverage in survey 
is quite broad, as a result of a small cr^ . Therefore in practice we may assume 
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that (S/N) is large. Trabelsi and Hillmer (1990) pointed out that the lower the 
{S/N), the greater the reduction of the error of the benchmarking prediction 
via signal extraction is, i . e . 力 ⑴ � T h e y also showed that when (S/N) 
was very large, benchmarking solution via signal extraction only depended on the 
survey error model but not on the r}{t) model. Chen, Cholette and Dagum (1997) 
indicated that benchmarking via signal extraction was better than regression in 
case of small {S/N). In very high {S/N), they produced similar results. In this 
simulation, in order to have a full-view on the effect of {S/N) on benchmarking, 
we consider {S/N) 二 1/9, 1 and 9 which represent situations of low, medium and 
high signal-to-noise ratio respectively. 
4.2 Simulation procedures 
Our simulation is carried as follow. 
1. We generate e{t) with parameters (j^ = 1 and • 二 0.5 (or 0.9) according to 
(1.3), Z 二 . . . , 123 (41 quarters). 
2. We generate rj{t) with parameters 9” 二 0.8, 0 ” = 0.6 and a” ^ 1/3 (or 1, 
or 3), according to (1.4) and (4.1). 
3. y � , 力 二 1, -..，123 and z[T), T 二 1，•.., 40, are obtained as (1.1) and (1.2) 
and z[T) is considered as binding benchmarks. 
In practice, the report of the last quarter may be published in subsequent 
month due to delay or administrative affairs. Therefore, in the simulation, 
we assume that quarter 41 has no benchmark. 
4. Benchmarking prediction is conducted. Recalling that benchmarking pre-
diction via 
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(a) Denton method is obtained by (2.3) 
(b) Regression method is obtained by (2.8) where Vg is defined as (2,5) 
and (2.6) 
(c) Signal extraction is obtained by (2.9) to (2.13) where Vg is defined as 
(2.5) and (2.6), and V ^ is defined as (2.14) and (4.2) to (4.7). 
5. The same set of parameters is used for 10,000 times. 10,000 data sets 
are generated. The data of the 产 replication are denoted by ?7⑴⑴； 
and the corresponding benchmarking prediction are denoted by 力⑴⑴， 
t = 1,--- ,123. 
6. Root mean square error {RMSE) for month t or for quarter T is used to 
measure the goodness of a benchmarking method. 
for month t: 
1 10,000 
( T ^ El [ 力 ⑴ ⑴ - " ⑴ ⑴ 力 二 1,.••，123; (4.8) 
for quarter T: 
10,000 
{ ^ g g B � � 1 � � 丨 2 产 ， T : l ， … ’ 4 1 . (4.9) 
Noted that only the regression method and the signal extraction method 
involve the mis-specification of 0 and survey error model in benchmarking process. 
We are interested in the disadvantages of mis-specified <p in model (1.3) in 
benchmarking prediction. We set the mis-specified ^ as 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 
0.99 when true cj) 二 0.5 and 0，0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 0.95 and 0.99 when true 0 二 0.9. 
Assume t，e(0) 二 crV(l - 沪 二 t，e(0)(l -护、a n d we use Ve{k) = � 
k 二 0,1，2, •. •，n - 1, to form Ve in (2.5) and conduct benchmarking process. 
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Noted that when ^ — (f), the "correct model" for the survey error is used. 
We are also interested in the advantages of using survey error modelling 
technique described in Chapter 3 in benchmarking prediction via regression and 
signal extraction. With the same set of parameters, we use this method to obtain 
10,000 pairs of estimates {dp，a^) of [小,a”. The estimate of Ve{k) is given 
b y � C T � / ( 1 - (^》），/c = 0,1, 2,. •., n - 1, to form Ve in (2.5) and then conduct 
benchmarking process. 
4.3 Simulation results 
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the RMSE of benchmarking prediction (BP) 
of different methods for true cj) = 0.5 and true (j) 二 0.9 respectively. We just 
list the RMSE of the starting, some middle and the ending quarters. In the 
first column, the notation q represents the quarter, and the notation q.m repre-
sents the month in that corresponding quarter. The second column indicates the 
method we use for benchmarking prediction. The notation Reg represents the 
utilization of regression for benchmarking prediction. The notation SE represents 
the utilization of signal extraction for benchmarking prediction. The number in 
the bracket means the value of cr” (二 1/3, 1, and 3) we take in the simulation. 
(S/N) changes with a" as we always set a? 二 1. The third to the ninth columns 
show the RMSE of benchmarking prediction using different o and using [小卩, 
a^) (denoted by (j)p only in table). Since the results of Reg(d), d二 1/3’ 1 and 
3 are the same even different 0 are used, only the results of Reg(3) are shown 
in the table. Finally, Denton method is just a numerical method and hence no 
difference occurs when using different 6 and ((l)p , a^), its RMSEs are listed in 
the last column of the table. 
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Table 4.1: RMSE of BP for different methods, true 0 二 0.5 
q/q.m Method 0 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.99 cpp Denton 
1 R ^ ^ 0 . 7 2 2 0.707 0.705 0.707 0.714 0.719 0 . 7 0 9 0 . 7 1 4 
Reg(l) 0.707 
Reg(i) 0.707 
SE(3) 0.696 0.672 0.667 0.674 0.698 0.717 0.685 
SE(1) 0.543 0.522 0.515 0.529 0.606 0.703 0.540 
SE(、）0.301 0.294 0.291 0.299 0.366 0.610 0.304 
24 Reg(3) 0.710 0.684 0.682 0.683 0.684 0.685 0.683 0.685 
Reg(l) 0.683 
Reg � 0.683 
SE(3) 0.680 0.645 0.639 0.646 0.668 0.683 0.659 
SE(1) 0.505 0.481 0.472 0.487 0.571 0.669 0.499 
SE(、）0.252 0.247 0.245 0.250 0.317 0.574 0.258 
40 Reg(3) 0.722 0.705 0.703 0.705 0.711 0.716 0.706 0.717 
Reg � 0.705 
Reg(|) 0.704 
SE(3) 0.693 0.664 0.658 0.664 0.691 0.714 0.678 
SE(1) 0.525 0.501 0.494 0.507 0.584 0.695 0.518 
SE(^) 0.290 0.281 0.279 0.286 0.351 0.585 0.291 
41 Reg(3) 1.160 1.131 1.121 1.142 1.260 1.374 1.177 1.390 
Reg � 1.150 
Reg(|) 1.143 
SE(3) 1.093 1.051 1.040 1.060 1.188 1.361 1.113 
SE(1) 0.791 0.753 0.744 0.759 0.879 1.267 0.783 
SE(^) 0.378 0.368 0.365 0.371 0.435 0.851 0.379 
R ^ ^ 0 . 7 7 2 0.760 0.758 0.761 0.772 0.781 0 . 7 6 3 0 . 7 7 4 
Reg(l) 0.761 
Reg � 0.760 
SE(3) 0.729 0.715 0.711 0.719 0.752 0.778 0.734 
SE(1) 0.551 0.538 0.534 0.547 0.636 0.761 0.560 
SE(^) 0.301 0.294 0.292 0.298 0.360 0.642 0.304 
40.3 Reg(3) 0.769 0.758 0.755 0.758 0.769 0.778 0.760 0.779 
Reg(l) 0.758 
Reg(l) 0.757 
SE(3) 0.725 0.704 0.699 0.706 0.741 0.774 0.724 
SE(1) 0.534 0.515 0.508 0.520 0.604 0.748 0.533 
SE(^) 0.290 0.283 0.280 0.288 0.348 0.603 0.293 
41.3 Reg(3) 1.154 1.152 1.149 1.167 1.312 1.473 1.212 1.496 
Reg(l) 1.180 
Reg � 1.172 
SE(3) 1.095 1.078 1.070 1.088 1.231 1.457 1.148 
SE(1) 0.812 0.782 0.774 0.784 0.890 1.342 0.812 
SE(、）0.389 0.380 0.378 0.382 0.424 0.841 0.387 
Note: = 1.155 ^ 
Table 4.1: RMSE of BP for different methods, true 0 二 0.5 
q/q.m Method 0 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.95 0.99 cpp Denton 
^ 1 Reg (3 )0 .675 0.648 0.632 0.622 0.623 0.625 0 . 6 2 6 0 . 7 6 7 
Reg(l) 0.623 
Reg(|) 0.622 
SE(3) 0.956 0.755 0.654 0.591 0.599 0.619 0.621 
SE(1) 0.678 0.584 0.524 0.466 0.486 0.575 0.478 
SE(^) 0.345 0.310 0.289 0.269 0.280 0.396 0.272 
24 Reg(3) 0.669 0.576 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 
Reg(l) 0.573 
Reg � 0.573 
SE(3) 0.972 0.730 0.613 0.544 0.550 0.567 0.576 
SE(1) 0.615 0.537 0.481 0.422 0.440 0.525 0.435 
SE(^) 0.263 0.252 0.242 0.228 0.237 0.351 0.231 
40 Reg(3) 0.679 0.651 0.633 0.621 0.622 0.624 0.626 0.625 
Reg � 0.622 
Reg � 0.622 
SE(3) 0.962 0.752 0.648 0.580 0.588 0.614 0.614 
SE(1) 0.651 0.552 0.495 0.441 0.459 0.553 0.453 
SE(^) 0.334 0.297 0.275 0.255 0.265 0.369 0.258 
41 Reg(3) 2.307 1.902 1.637 1.449 1.472 1.527 1.520 1.547 
Reg(l) 1.468 
Reg(i) 1.460 
SE(3) 1.934 1.550 1.390 1.251 1.297 1.467 1.327 
SE(1) 0.994 0.872 0.821 0.768 0.802 1.140 0.785 
SE(^) 0.419 0.387 0.369 0.351 0.361 0.518 0.354 
n R ^ ^ 0 . 7 4 8 0.739 0.713 0.695 0.697 0.701 0 . 7 0 1 0 . 9 3 0 
Reg(l) 0.697 
Reg(l) 0.696 
SE(3) 0.972 0.833 0.728 0.654 0.665 0.692 0.690 
SE(1) 0.680 0.606 0.554 0.498 0.522 0.636 0.512 
SE(、）0.344 0.312 0.292 0.273 0.283 0.412 0.276 
40.3 Reg(3) 0.752 0.744 0.716 0.696 0.697 0.701 0.703 0.702 
Reg(l) 0.698 
Reg � 0.697 
SE(3) 0.987 0.825 0.719 0.638 0.649 0.686 0.676 
SE(1) 0.657 0.568 0.514 0.462 0.481 0.601 0.474 
SE(^) 0.334 0.299 0.277 0.258 0.268 0.372 0.261 
41.3 Reg(3) 2.299 2.139 1.884 1.657 1.691 1.773 1.738 1.803 
Reg(l) 1.679 
Reg(|) 1.670 
SE(3) 1.982 1.717 1.569 1.422 1.481 1.699 1.500 
SE(1) 1.042 0.937 0.896 0.851 0.888 1.297 0.868 
SEQ) 0.431 0.401 0.385 0.371 0.379 0.537 0.373 
Note: vM^/'^ = 2.294 U ^ 
We take = 1.155 for true 0 二 0.5 and 二 2.294 for true 
6 二 0.9. If RMSE �^;e(0)i /2 , it indicates that benchmarking prediction makes 
little or no improvement over the original series y{t). U RMSE < bench-
marking prediction is helpful. In contrast if RMSE > ？ ; b e n c h m a r k i n g 
prediction is harmful and it may not be conducted in such a case. 
From the simulation, the following are observed. 
1. For the regression method: 
a) Different a^ give the same RM SE of benchmarking prediction via re-
gression under (j), 
b) RM SE of benchmarking prediction is the smallest when 0 二 0. 
c) In the "with-benchmark" quarter (quarter 1 to quarter 40), RMSE < 
i;e(0)i/2. In the middle of the period (quarter 24), the change of RMSE 
among 0 is small except when 0 goes towards 0，RMSE becomes 
larger. In the beginning and at the end of the period, the change 
of RMSE among ^ is still small when 0 G [0.3，0.7] if 0 = 0.5 and 
^ e [0.9, 0.99] if (/) 二 0.9. For • 二 0.5, RMSE increases when ^ goes 
away from (j). For 4> = 0.9, RMSE increases significantly when 6 goes 
towards 0. 
d) In the "without-benchmark" quarter (quarter 41), RMSE of ^ grows 
towards and even beyond 队(0)"2. For 小 二 0.5, 0 > 0.9 can make 
RMSE > ？;e(0)"2. For 0 二 0.9, RMSE > ？ ; a l s o occurs when 
^ approaches to 0. 
e) In the middle of the period (quarter 24), regression method is almost the 
same as Denton method except 0 is close to 0. For 4> 二 0.5, regression 
method is better than Denton method unless 0 is at extreme value (0 
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or 0.99). For 小—0.9，regression method is much better than Denton 
method only at very early months. It does almost the same as Denton 
method when ^ G [0.9,0.99] in other periods. When 0 e [0,0.7], 
regression method is worse. 
f ) Different a” give different RMSE of benchmarking prediction using (jpp 
, a l ) . The smaller the {S/N), the smaller the RMSE would be at 
that month/quarter. Generally, the difference is small, but it is much 
more obvious in the "without-benchmark" quarter. 
g) {dp, cr^ ) gives a moderate RMSE of benchmarking prediction. Its 
RMSE is at the same level as when using true (p in "with bench-
mark" quarter and it is better than mis-specified 0 as extreme value 
in “without-benchmark” quarter when (j) = 0.5. Also it is better than 
mis-specified d G [0,0.7] when (/) 二 0.9. 
2. For the signal extraction method: 
a) RMSE of benchmarking prediction is the smallest when 办二 (j). 
b) {S/N) dominate the RMSE of benchmarking prediction via signal ex-
traction. The smaller the [S/N), the smaller the RMSE occurs and 
the reduction may be drastic for very low {S/N). 
� � 
c) For (p 二 0.5, RMSE for 6 : 0.99 is much larger than other </>'s even at 
very low {S/N) ratio. The deviation of RMSE for 0 = 0.99 is small 
among all {S/N) ratio in "with-benchmark" quarter. 
d) For (j) : 0.5, RMSE increases for ^ grows towards 0.99, and the increase 
is significant in “without-benchmark” quarter that RMSE is larger 
than ？;e(0)"2 when the {S/N) is high. Comparing to the regression 
method, signal extraction always reduces the RMSE for • 二 0.5. 
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e) For 0 = 0.9, all RMSE are smaller than RMSE increases 
when ^ departs from and more significantly, goes towards 0. When 
the {S/N) is high, RMSE via signal extraction is always larger than 
the regression method in 0 e [0, 0.7] in "with-benchmark" quarter. In 
"without-benchmark" quarter, the signal extraction method is better 
than the regression method even in the high {S/N) case. 
f ) Similar to the regression method, {cpp，a^) gives moderate RMSE of 
benchmarking prediction. For d = 0.9 with low {S/N), {(j)p , cr�) gives 
RMSE at the same level as using true (j). 
g) We should pay special attention when the true d) is high {(j) : 0.9 in 
our simulation) as the regression method and the signal extraction 
method are worse than the Denton method in a large range of value 
of 去.A good estimate for 小 can avoid the harmful mis-specified (j) 
� � 
in benchmarking prediction (e.g. o G [0.9, 0.99] for (j) = 0.5 and 巾 e 
0,0.7] for (j) 二 0.9 in our simulation). But the most effective way in 
reducing RMSE in benchmarking prediction is to have a low {S/N) 
ratio. Unfortunately this ratio is uncontrollable. 
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� 2 《 咖 CO 柄 , , 二 (5.6) 
lOn 
4. The final estimate of is calculated by 
‘ 
- C � , ‘ ‘ ‘ (5.7) 
0, M < k < n - b, 
< 
where u{x) is the Parzen window given by 
1 一 6:r2 + 6丨对3, < 0.5, 
二 2(1 - 0.5 < |x| < 1, (5.8) 
0, otherwise. 
Chen, Cholette and Dagum (1997) suggest that M is taken as about n/3 and we 
use M 二 40 in this simulation. 
Similar to Chapter 4, a simulation study of benchmarking via signal ex-
traction is carried out except that we now assume V^ is unknown. We use this 
nonparametric method to estimate the unknown The estimate of is 
used in (2.13) and benchmarking via signal extraction is conducted to obtain the 
benchmarked values 力⑴.The pair ，a ” in (5.4) should be replaced by ，a^) 
a^ = i;g(0)(l - 炉 ) ] t o imitate the case of mis-specification of 0, and replaced by 




A simulation study on signal 
extraction with a nonparametric 
approach 
5.1 Introduction of the nonparametric method 
Benchmarking via signal extraction is better than regression method because 
signal extraction use the information of covariance structure of r j � , ^ r ) (Chen, 
Cholette and Dagum, 1997). From (2.13), 二 D ' V p D where D and V^ are 
defined in Section 2.3. However, in practice, V ^ is unknown. Chen, Chollete 
and Dagum (1997) introduce a nonparametric method to estimate V^. This 
method is described as follows. e{t) is specified as (1.3) with known {(j) , a^) and 
e*{t) = V Vse⑷，Z 二 5，6,...,n. 
1. Assume r]{t) follows DS model as (1.4), • Vs v{t) = CW- Denoting 
w{t) 二 V V3 y{t) 二 C � + e* ⑴，^ = (5.1) 
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The estimator for sample covariance Vu;{k) — Vyu{—k) of w{k) is 
1 n—k 
二 ——-Y. w{t)w{t + /c 二 0,1，...，n - 5 (5.2) 
几—斗t=5 
and let /^(A) be an estimate of the spectral density of w{t), 
1 r 卜-5 
/ . (A ) - 7[公u’(0) + 2 E i)切(A:)cos(A:>\)] (5.3) 
at A = \j 二 vr j / lOn，= 0,1,…，lOn, calculate 以入). 
2. Calculate the known spectral density of e*(t) 
1(1 — e 7 : ” ( l - 一 f a2 - ：〒 ^ 
4 ( l - c o 3 A ) [ l - c o g ( 3 A ) ] 
二 1 2(j)cosX + ^ ( . ) 
at each frequencies \j. Since E{w{t)w{t + k)) 二 (土A:) 二 也乂（士A:)(土A:), 
we can write /^(A) 二 /c(A) + /e*(A) and therefore, the estimate of/^^(A) can 
be taken as 二 /仏(A) - /e*(A). Because a spectral density is always 
nonnegative, the spectral density of C � is given by 
f c { X ) ^ m a x { U X ) - f e * { X ) , 0 } (5.5) 
A 
which is a more reasonable estimate of f(;{X) than /((A) at each frequencies 
V 
3. The corresponding estimate of V(;;{k) is calculated by 
v^{k) = 2 r f(^{X)cos{kX)dX 
J 0 
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5.2 Simulation results 
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 list the RMSEs of the BPs via signal extraction 
for some months and quarters. V(;{k) is used as the (i, j) entries of V^ in (2.14) 
( | i - j | 二 k). 
Table 5.1: RMSE of BP for using estimated V ^ true (j) 二 0.5 
q/q,m Method 0 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.99 Denton 
1 S E ( 3 ) 0 . 7 0 6 0.689 0.688 0.694 0.709 0.718 0 . 6 9 5 0 . 7 1 4 
SE(1) 0.618 0.613 0.625 0.649 0.690 0.716 0.630 
SE(^) 0.462 0.474 0.501 0.552 0.643 0.711 0.493 
24 SE(3) 0.699 0.660 0.654 0.659 0.674 0.683 0.668 0.685 
SE(1) 0.546 0.536 0.553 0.588 0.645 0.680 0.560 
SE(^) 0.360 0.371 0.405 0.469 0.585 0.672 0.395 
40 SE(3) 0.709 0.680 0.675 0.681 0.701 0.715 0.688 0.717 
SE(1) 0.572 0.566 0.579 0.611 0.671 0.712 0.586 
SE(i) 0.408 0.418 0.444 0.498 0.611 0.704 0.434 
41 SE(3) 1.144 1.112 1.103 1.126 1.252 1.373 1.160 1.390 
SE(1) 1.074 1.044 1.039 1.073 1.225 1.370 1.068 
SE{\) 0.951 0.916 0.912 0.958 1.154 1.360 0.910 
n S ^ 0 . 7 5 0 0.738 0.739 0.746 0.766 0.780 0 . 7 4 6 0 . 7 7 4 
SE(1) 0.663 0.659 0.670 0.696 0.745 0.778 0.675 
SE(^) 0.500 0.508 0.535 0.588 0.692 0.771 0.524 
40.3 SE(3) 0.738 0.720 0.720 0.730 0.757 0.776 0.732 0.779 
SE(1) 0.610 0.602 0.616 0.652 0.723 0.773 0.624 
SE(^) 0.440 0.444 0.469 0.526 0.654 0.763 0.458 
41.3 SE(3) 1.153 1.148 1.144 1.164 1.309 1.473 1.207 1.496 
SE(1) 1.131 1.124 1.122 1.146 1.298 1.471 1.153 
SE(^) 1.073 1.054 1.049 1.082 1.257 1.464 1.058 
Note: e(0)i/2 = 1.155 
From the simulation study, we have the following observations. 
1. Most of the RMSE of benchmarking prediction by using vc;{k) are larger 
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Table 5.2: RMSE of BP for using estimated V(， t rue (j) 二 0.9 
0 八 
q/q.m Method 0 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.95 0.99 Denton 
1 S E ( 3 ) 0 . 7 4 0 0.654 0.620 0.607 0.614 0.623 0 . 6 1 7 0 . 7 6 7 
SE(1) 0.547 0.518 0.517 0.554 0.582 0.616 0.555 
SE(^) 0.325 0.332 0.357 0.447 0.508 0.594 0.430 
24 SE(3) 0.882 0.686 0.602 0.554 0.558 0.569 0.578 0.573 
SE(1) 0.516 0.460 0.447 0.478 0.512 0.557 0.480 
SE(、）0.252 0.250 0.270 0.357 0.424 0.530 0.335 
40 SE(3) 0.860 0.713 0.640 0.599 0.606 0.620 0.622 0.625 
SE(1) 0.536 0.502 0.489 0.520 0.557 0.608 0.521 
SE(^) 0.326 0.320 0.329 0.400 0.467 0.579 0.379 
41 SE(3) 2.268 1.855 1.598 1.424 1.456 1.523 1.495 1.547 
SE(1) 2.071 1.663 1.440 1.336 1.400 1.509 1.351 
SE(、）1.735 1.318 1.145 1.145 1.267 1.471 1.113 
" T I S ^ 0 . 7 5 6 0.721 0.688 0.677 0.686 0.698 0 . 6 8 6 0 . 9 3 0 
SE(1) 0.579 0.567 0.568 0.615 0.649 0.689 0.615 
SE(Y) Q-348 0.358 0.385 0.490 0.562 0.665 0.469 
40.3 SE(3) 0.826 0.746 0.692 0.665 0.677 0.696 0.681 0.702 
SE(1) 0.558 0.535 0.526 0.572 0.619 0.681 0.573 
SE(、）0.368 0.353 0.357 0.436 0.515 0.648 0.413 
41.3 SE(3) 2.358 2.127 1.860 1.643 1.682 1.771 1.723 1.803 
SE(1) 2.373 2.028 1.759 1.586 1.646 1.762 1.606 
SEI\) 2.160 1.699 1.473 1.420 1.537 1.732 1.393 
Note: 二 2.294 
than using known v^{k) with the same 杏 and (S/N). The percentage in-
crease in RMSE by using instead of vc;{k) is more when the {S/N) 
becomes smaller. Decrease in RMSE can be found when cp E [0,0.7] with 
medmm or high {S/N) for 6 = 0.9 in "with-benchmark" quarter. Compar-
ing with Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, for cp = 0.5, the RMSE for using v^{k) 
are still smaller than the RMSE for using regression method. 
2. In "with-benchmark" quarter, [S/N] has great impact on the minimum 
RMSE of When {S/N) is very low, RMSE increases from low 0 (e.g. 
丞二 0) to $ = 0.99, where the maximum of RMSE is obtained. When 
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{S/N) is medium, the minimum RMSE occur (denoted by ^rnin) when 
办rnin = 0.3 for (j) 二 0.5 and ^rnin 二 0.5 or 0.7 for 二 0,9 in the corresponding 
quarters/months. When (S/N) is very high, imin = When we assume 
is known, the minimum RMSE is always obtained at 杏—n 二 for all 
{S/N). Now the situation is different. 
3. In "without-benchmark" quarter, Omin 二 
� � 
4. For (j) 二 0.5, RMSE increases when 6 departs from cpmin towards 0 or 1. 
The increase is more drastic for ^ approaches 1. Under different conditions 
of {S/N), RMSE converges to almost the same limit when 0 approaches 
1. The benefit of low (S/N) has diminished. The limit is smaller than 
%(0)1/2 when benchmarks are available, but it is much larger than 
at quarter 41 ("without-benchmark" quarter). 
5. For 4> 二 0.9, RMSE increases when 0 departs from (pmin towards 0 or 1. 
The increase depends on the degree of {S/N) and whether benchmarks are 
available or not. In "with-benchmark" quarter, the increase is more drastic 
for 0 approaches 1 with low and medium {S/N). Similar to : 0.5, RMSE 
converges to almost the same limit when ^ approaches 1 with different values 
of [S/N). In "without-benchmark" quarter, the increase in RMSE is more 
significant for ^ approaches 0. The RMSE may be greater than 队(O)"? at 
6. In "without-benchmark" quarter, the increase in RMSE is significant for 
^ increase from 0.7 to 0.99 when 6 二 0.5. And when 0 = 0.9, the value of 
0 is very sensitive to the RMSE. A small deviation of ^ from (p may result 
in a large increase in RMSE. A good estimate of (0 , cr^ ) is important for 
these cases. 
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7. The RMSE based on using (0p , a^) is usually almost the same or slightly 
larger than the RMSE based on true 0 for medium or high {S/N). For 
low {S/N), using (0p , crp gives a smaller RMSE than using true 0. In 
quarter 41, using , a^) even gives the minimum RMSE among all the 
RMSE of 0 listed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. 
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Chapter 6 
Example: An application to the 
Danish unemployment series 
This section illustrates some of the benchmarking methods presented in this 
thesis by applying them to the Danish unemployment series. Since the actual 
structure of is unknown, we just try three benchmarking methods: bench-
marking via Denton method (Section 2.1), benchmarking via regression method 
(Section 2.2) with survey error modelling (SEM) and benchmarking via signal 
extraction method (Section 2.3) with SEM which V^ is unknown and estimated 
by a nonparametric approach (Section 5.1). 
This Danish unemployment series is obtained from the web page of Stat-
Bank Denmark (http://www.statbank.dk/statbank5a/default.asp?w=800). The 
monthly unemployment series started from January 1996 to December 2003. 
There are totally 96 monthly observations. The quarterly benchmarks started 
from the first quarter in 1996 to the third quarter of 2003. The benchmark in 
the last quarter of 2003 is assumed to be unavailable to imitate the practical sit-
uation. Therefore there are 31 benchmarks. The monthly observations and the 
quarterly benchmarks are displayed in Table 6.1. Figure 6.1 displays the original 
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series and the quarterly benchmarks clearly indicated the need to adjust the level 
of the original data. 
The benchmarked series obtained from different benchmarking methods are 
also shown in Table 6.1. Column 3 to column 5 show the benchmarked values 
obtained by applying Method 1 to Method 3 respectively. Figure 6.2 to Figure 
6.4 display the benchmarked series obtained by Method 1 to Method 3 respec-
tively together with the original series and the quarterly benchmarks for a clear 
comparison. 
Method 1: Benchmarking via Denton method 
The trend of this benchmarked series is similar to the original series. The ad-
justment of the series is small. The adjustment is much more obvious in the 
preliminary benchmarked series (the series without benchmarks). 
Method 2: Benchmarking via regression method with SEM 
This benchmarked results are almost the same as the benchmarked results ob-
tained by the Denton method when benchmarks are available. The preliminary 
benchmarked series is closer to the original series than the one obtained by the 
Denton method. 
Method 3: Benchmarking via signal extraction method with SEM, unknown 
The trend of this benchmarked series is similar to the original series. The adjust-
ment of the series is larger than benchmarking via method 1 and method 2 when 
the benchmarks are available. The preliminary benchmarked series is the closest 
to the original series among these three benchmarking methods. 
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In this example, survey error modelling technique and different benchmark-
ing methods are illustrated in order to obtain the benchmarked series. The three 
mentioned methods produce similar results when benchmarks are available. How-
ever, in "without-benchmark" quarter (i.e. last quarter in 2003) the benchmarked 
values using Method 3 are much closer to the corresponding observations than 
the other two methods. 
Table 6.1: Monthly data, quarterly benchmarks and predictions for the Danish 
unemployment series 
Columns (1) Original monthly series 
(2) Quarterly benchmarks series 
Benchmarked series: (corrected to the nearest integer) 
(3) Method 1: Denton 
(4) Method 2: Regression with SEM 
(5) Method 3: Signal extraction with SEM, unknown V^ 
Time (1) (2) (3) W ( 3 
1996 Jan 2 7 ^ 2 8 5 9 0 1 286427 286194 
1996 Feb 274918 278604 276797 276641 277859 
1996 Mar 271193 278604 273115 272744 271759 
1996 Apr 256577 239130 257943 257826 257971 
1996 Mav 233260 239130 234192 234227 233908 
1996 Jun 224635 239130 225255 225337 225511 
1996 Jul 243072 238019 243502 243528 243708 
1996 Aug 248592 238019 249042 249034 247917 
1996 Sep 220834 238019 221513 221495 222433 
1996 Oct 218187 216981 219306 219301 220357 
1996 Nov 213733 216981 215372 215374 214190 
1996 Dec 214024 216981 216265 216268 216396 
1997 Jan 258473 249782 261396 261397 260483 
1997 Feb 244615 249782 247755 247754 249728 
1997 Mar 237305 249782 240196 240195 239135 
1997 Apr 227105 215785 229281 229281 228724 
1997 May 211428 215785 213278 213279 212455 
1997 Jun 202882 215785 204796 204796 206176 
1997 Jul 221363 216017 223729 223729 224459 
1997 Aug 222126 216017 224732 224732 224863 
1997 Sep 196957 216017 199591 199590 198729 
1997 Oct 194719 194284 197168 197168 198150 
1997 Nov 189404 194284 191569 191569 190353 
1997 Dec 192335 194284 194115 194116 194349 
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— T i m e (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1998 Jan 234465 214684 235761 235761 232484 
1998 Feb 207262 214684 208260 208260 211241 
1998 Mar 199144 214684 200030 200031 200327 
1998 Apr 189595 177666 190555 190556 192316 
1998 May 175267 177666 176577 176577 175385 
1998 Jun 163929 177666 165866 165865 165296 
1998 Jul 181375 178429 184214 184214 184708 
1998 Aug 186302 178429 189483 189483 188504 
1998 Sep 158627 178429 161590 161590 162075 
1998 Oct 155057 155172 157241 157241 157521 
1998 Nov 149652 155172 151544 151545 151298 
1998 Dec 154643 155172 156731 156731 156697 
1999 Jan 192624 181979 195394 195394 194503 
1999 Feb 176642 181979 179513 179513 181064 
1999 Mar 168640 181979 171031 171031 170371 
1999 Apr 163982 152760 165311 165311 164461 
1999 Mav 149477 152760 150447 150448 150074 
1999 Jun 141207 152760 142522 142522 143745 
1999 Jul 152749 154573 155111 155111 156787 
1999 Aug 162517 154573 165375 165375 164419 
1999 Sep 140429 154573 143233 143233 142513 
1999 Oct 137483 138583 139683 139683 140279 
1999 Nov 133013 138583 134955 134955 134624 
1999 Dec 139082 138583 141112 141112 140846 
2000 Jan 173761 164765 176225 176225 174084 
2000 Feb 159409 164765 162030 162030 163667 
2000 Mar 153540 164765 156041 156041 156544 
2000 Apr 146243 141603 148347 148347 149447 
2000 Mav 137697 141603 139562 139563 138856 
2000 Jun 135115 141603 136899 136900 136506 
2000 Jul 149205 149548 151066 151066 151085 
2000 Aug 153203 149548 155027 155027 154998 
2000 Sep 140878 149548 142551 142551 142562 
2000 Oct 141096 140979 142505 142505 142602 
2000 Nov 138395 140979 139832 139832 139119 
2000 Dec 138841 140979 140600 140600 141215 
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— T i m e (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
2001 Jan 170208 165797^ 172581 172581 172566 
2001 Feb 162188 165797 164911 164911 165969 
2001 Mar 157090 165797 159899 159899 158856 
2001 Apr 149895 140176 152527 152527 151785 
2001 May 133733 140176 136101 136101 136012 
2001 Jun 129883 140176 131900 131901 132731 
2001 Jul 140096 139275 141676 141676 142134 
2001 Aug 143690 139275 144990 144990 144819 
2001 Sep 129980 139275 131159 131159 130872 
2001 Oct 129260 129698 130475 130475 131201 
2001 Nov 126716 129698 128068 128068 127394 
2001 Dec 128962 129698 130552 130552 130499 
2002 Jan 159877 155595 161806 161806 160542 
2002 Feb 153092 155595 155147 155147 156190 
2002 Mar 147864 155595 149832 149832 150053 
2002 Apr 143553 136141 145221 145221 145954 
2002 May 132070 136141 133612 133612 132955 
2002 Jun 127998 136141 129590 129590 129514 
2002 Jul 140901 143152 142717 142718 142612 
2002 Aug 145123 143152 147022 147022 147264 
2002 Sep 137877 143152 139717 139717 139581 
2002 Oct 138112 139411 139751 139750 139805 
2002 Nov 136807 139411 138385 138385 137505 
2002 Dec 138440 139411 140098 140098 140923 
2003 Jan 177071 177086 178949 178951 177974 
2003 Feb 175111 177086 177072 177073 178366 
2003 Mar 173331 177086 175238 175235 174918 
2003 Apr 164375 161289 166091 166081 166454 
2003 May 157145 161289 158888 158884 158677 
2003 Jun 156901 161289 158888 158903 158736 
2003 Jul 163826 168696 166276 166322 167293 
2003 Aug 170025 168696 172783 172802 172669 
2003 Sep 164118 168696 167030 166964 166126 
2003 Oct 1 6 ^ 170007 169674 169466 166604 
2003 Nov 165486 170007 168398 168055 165274 
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In this thesis, we consider benchmarking process with monthly-quarterly 
data. 
For some advanced benchmarking process, the covariance structure, Vg 
of the monthly survey error is involved. Unfortunately, it is usually not given 
by statistical agencies. We propose a method to model monthly survey error, 
e{t), when quarterly benchmarks are accessible. We assume that e(t) follows 
AR(1) model as in (1.3) and its variance estimate, i)e(O)，is given by statistical 
organization. The variable of interest, r]{t) is assumed to follow a general DS 
model V Vs 二 C � as in (1.4) and C{t) is a stationary series. 
We carry out a simulation study to compare the performance of three bench-
marking methods, the Denton method, the regression method and the signal ex-
traction method. For the regression method and the signal extraction method, we 
compare the results of using true 6, using mis-specified 0 and using (j)p obtained 
by survey error modelling. Generally, if we assume the covariance structure 
and the true (j) are known, benchmarking prediction via the signal extraction is the 
best and via the Denton method is the worst. However if we mis-specify 0 other 
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than 0, we cannot give a clear decision as to which method is the best. Although 
benchmarking using survey error modelling does not do as good as benchmarking 
using true it is fairly better than benchmarking using some mis-specified 0's 
which are far away from the true 
In practice, V ^ is unknown and a nonparametric method to estimate ti((k) 
is introduced in Chapter 5. From the simulation study, the value of ^ is more 
sensitive to the RMSE of benchmarking prediction for the signal extraction 
method than in the case where V^ is known. Using the estimates (0p , from 
survey error modelling has great benefit and may even obtain a smaller RMSE 
than that of using true (0 , a ” . Therefore, survey error modelling combined with 
the nonparametric method of estimating V^ in benchmarking prediction via the 
signal extraction method may be a more favorable choice in practical situation. 
An illustration is made with the Danish unemployment series, where the 
Denton method, the regression method with survey error modelling as well as the 
signal extraction method in nonparametric approach with survey error modelling 
are applied. The results indicate that these methods produce similar adjustment 
to the original series but differ in preliminary corrections. 
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